
What Is ACTUALLY Stopping You From 
Simplifying, Strengthening and Scaling  

To 7 Figures (Or At Least Double)? 

 (… It’s NOT “More Leads or More Clients”) 

For a “Select Few” … I invite you to apply for a no-charge … 

To answer those questions, we’re going to focus on: 

1) DEEP-DIVE DIAGNOSTIC: This is the heart of our session. I’m going to ask you a 
million questions, about you and your business. Most will be high-level Business 
Design and Strategy questions. Some will drill into the details.  

2) HIGH-LEVEL BIG-LEVER SHIFTS: Then, I’ll recommend 1-2 High-Level Big-Lever 
Shifts you can make to break through to 7 figures (or at least double). These are 
NOT low-level tactical Marketing strategies. That comes later …  
 
First, we want to make sure you’re not wasting time, energy, and money chasing the 
wrong things. We need to stay high level, like a pilot flying through the air, to ensure 
that your Business Design and Strategy is in alignment with your vision. 

3) FIRST PRIORITY: ONE of those Big-Lever Shifts will stand out as your first priority. 
We’ll dive a little deeper into that one, so that you know what to focus on next.
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“7 Figure Business” Diagnostic Session 

A Private 90-Minute Deep Dive 
Into YOU and YOUR Business, to Discover 3 Critical Things … 

1) What is ACTUALLY keeping you stuck at the same level? 

2) Are you trying to solve the right problem?  
(Or is there something 10x more important?)  

3) What Is the Most Important High-Level Big-Lever Shift You Can Make?



No-Charge, but ONLY for a SELECT FEW. 

Even though it’s a short session, what we’re going to do has the potential to 
TRANSFORM YOUR BUSINESS. If you tried to hire me for this, it would be at least 
$750 USD. But, right now, I want to work more closely with a few select people, so I’m 
making it available no-charge for those few who are a great fit.


This is NOT for everyone. 


My time is extremely limited and valuable, and so is yours. I want to make sure we are 
a really great fit, before we do the session, so that we BOTH get a 10x return on our 
investment of time:


To Be A Great Fit, You MUST: 

• Be a B2B Online Service Business (Done-For-You or Coaching)

• Be at Multi-6 Figures (or at least 6 Figures)

• Want to be at 7 Figures (or at least Double)

• Be the kind of person, who EXECUTES when they learn a new strategy.


Is this you? 

What do you want this year?


Do you want to want to keep doing the same things, the same way, only to find 
yourself more or less at the same level next year? … OR …


NEXT STEP: 

If you know you’re meant for more, and are ready to have a no-charge, high-level, 
deep-dive private conversation with me about you and your business, let me know.
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Are you ready to get serious about your business? …  
Make a few key high-level changes …  

Simplify and Strengthen Your Business … So You Can  
Scale to 7 Figures (or at least double).


Email support@discovergrowth.com … with  
“Request for 7 Figure Business Diagnostic Session” … in the Subject line. 

mailto:support@discovergrowth.com


In the body of the email, be sure to confirm that: 

• You have a B2B Online Service Business (Done-For-You or Coaching)

• Your business is at Multi-6 Figures (or at least 6 Figures)

• You want it to be at 7 Figures (or at least double)

• You are the kind of person who EXECUTES a new strategy


If everything’s a good fit, we’ll schedule our 90 minute session. 

Looking forward to getting to know you!


Mark Lengies, BSc, MBA 
Business Architect


WHAT CLIENTS SAY


“We were ready to scale and generate more revenue, but our growth had plateaued at 
multi-6 figures. We naively and unknowingly threw money at all the wrong places and 
saw no results. 

If it wasn't for Mark, we'd still be spinning our wheels. 

After speaking with Mark, I realized we had a LOT to learn. It was clear he was 
experienced and I had finally met the person who could actually help us.

First and foremost, Mark took the time to fully understand both the business and my 
own personal goals. 

Now, rather than wandering aimlessly and focusing on all the wrong things like before, 
we are now moving forward confidently. I know with Mark's advice, we are headed in the 
right direction and will achieve our goal of doubling revenue and streamlining the entire 
business operation.”

Joel - CEO, East Coast Studio  
Audio Editing for Professional Podcasters
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P.S. EMAIL me at support@discovergrowth.com to get this going,  
so that next year is 10x better than this year.  

P.P.S. LISTEN to my 22-minute Intro Masterclass:   
“Breaking Through 7 Figures:  

The #1 Thing Holding You Back From 7 Figures  
(Or At Least Double … And It’s NOT More Leads or Clients)” 

=> LISTEN at … www.DiscoverGrowth.com/intro 
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